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Chair’s Report 

 

It’s a bit cliched to say so, but it’s hard to believe it has already been a year since our candlelit AGM, and how things 

have changed! In that period we’ve said goodbye to our incredible breakfast team of Ben and Liam, and welcomed 

into the fold the equally amazing Cam and Alex. We have had new faces join our Board, and said goodbye to some 

long serving members. It has been a year of transition, and not one without its challenges. Whilst the quality of what 

is being offered by Fresh has gone from strength to strength, it has been broadcasting in a tough market. This, 

combined with a change in the sales team, has seen Fresh work through one of the more challenging financial years 

we have faced in recent memory. 

 

Despite this, Fresh has a strong team of people dedicated to seeing the station succeed. Special mention must go to 

both Troy and Darren for their work in bringing together one of the strongest sales teams we have had in our 

station’s history. There are so many people on the staff and amongst the members who I would like to highlight, but 

don’t have sufficient room to do so in this report. The behind the scenes work that goes into making Fresh 92.7 the 

brand leader it is does not just happen. It is due to long hours, significant efforts and clear passion for our 

community that this occurs.  I am grateful to you all. I am confident that the steps presently in place, and the team 

that we have, will be able to bring us every success moving forward. 

 

Our focus this past year has been listening and planning. From holding more frequent Member Engagement Sessions 

to full day listening sessions where the Board spoke to staff, sponsors and industry experts, we are working to put in 

place a strategy that will not only see Fresh through the coming 12 months, but which will put it in a position to grow 

and change its offerings to be more relevant to our members. You will find our one-page strategic directions 

document in this annual report. This is the road map we have set for the next 12 months for everyone at Fresh, from 

the Board, to staff, to volunteers and listeners. It is intended to be an evolving document, so if you have any 

questions about it, please get in touch. 

 

A key element of how we are tackling the station’s strategic focuses is the creation of advisory sub-committees. We 

know our volunteers have great ideas for Fresh, and we want to hear them. We also want to provide a development 

opportunity for our members which is why each sub-committee has both volunteers and industry experts on the 

team. We want you to be able to learn from the best, and to help us shape the way Fresh grows in the future. 

Often in membership based organisations it can feel like the Board sits apart from its Membership, and that there is 

a disconnect between them and the members. We have tried this year to bridge that gap, whether it is at social 

events, through Member Engagement Sessions, or just having email addresses that are easier to remember (mine is 

chair@fresh927.com.au by the way). I want to remind you that the Board is here for you, the members, and we want 

to hear from you whenever you have a thought, idea of comment about the station and how we’re tracking. Please 

make sure you get to know your Board, get involved with the station socially, so that we can make sure we build the 

best possible station for you. 

 

A lot of work goes on behind the scenes at a Board level to keep things ticking over. At this stage I would like to 

thank our departing Board Members, Candice Di Mella, Andrew Sabatino and Helen Thompson. Each have been a 

contributor to the station, and their sage advice and keen work ethic will be missed. In particular, Candice and 

Andrew both put in significant efforts whilst they had other demanding life changes such as new children and new 

business ventures, and the fact that they were willing to do so demonstrated a clear passion for the station and what 

we represent. 

 

mailto:chair@fresh927.com.au
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I would also like to thank our current Board Members: Emma, Dave, Simone, Nick and Steve. Each has brought their 

unique skillset to the job, have been responsive and committed, and took on the role of sub-committee chair (even 

though it significantly increased their workloads). My job would be infinitely more challenging without their efforts. 

I also acknowledge Troy for the work he has done, his keen desire to make Fresh 92.7 the best it can be, and the 

passion he brings to every task he has.  

 

Finally, I would like to thank you, the members, for giving us your support. We do this for you, and for the broader 

youth community, and it is a pleasure to do so.   

 

Paul Gordon 

Chairperson 
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General Manager’s Report 

Well, it’s been one heck of a year! It never fails to astonish me what the team at Fresh 92.7 can achieve in just 12 

months. The highlights are many, but one of the station’s most exceptional results was a result of the pathways we 

create for local youth. In November, Fresh 92.7 breakfast duo Ben & Liam were officially announced as the 2017 

brekkie show for national youth broadcast triple j. Ben Harvey (23) and Liam Stapleton (20) were catapulted from 

the highest performing community radio station in Adelaide to a nation-wide audience of millions. Ben & Liam 

became the greatest development success in the radio station’s history, a fete unlikely to ever be surpassed due the 

magnitude of this achievement.  
 

That one event single-handedly made possible the futures of all young people at Fresh 92.7 who demonstrate an 

outstanding attitude, great work ethic, the ability to take on coaching and commitment to the Fresh brand. It led to 

the employment of Cam & Alex, and commercial radio networks now proactively seek talent from our volunteer 

roster which has resulted in the greatest number of Fresh 92.7 Members finding employment in a financial year. This 

positions Fresh 92.7 as an acknowledged breeding ground for talent and feeder for the radio industry nationally.    
 

The acknowledgement of Fresh 92.7’s people and our product continued with three SACBA Awards; Volunteer of the 

Year (Dorian Tisato), Best Station ID, Station Promo or Program Promo for our Production Course (Marty Haros & 

Laura O’Callaghan) and Best Sponsorship Message (Marty Haros & Ryan Burgess). The station also scored national 

recognition with a 2016 CBAA Award for Contribution to Australian Music for our Contemporary Music Program. I 

am extraordinarily proud of the team’s achievement, as this project is not required as part of the station’s license. 

We identified a community need and have built a comprehensive mentoring program over three years which 

supports and develops artists and builds audiences. The pathways take local electronic artists from the bedroom to 

networking events, airplay and public performance in front of audiences of up to 45,000 at Adelaide’s New Year’s 

Eve and international cultural events such as Womadelaide.  
 

We welcomed Australia’s oldest community radio station Radio Adelaide into Fresh 92.7’s premises with open arms, 

and what was a building site for four months quickly transformed into a community media hub of sorts. The last year 

has seen an influx of University of Adelaide Bachelor of Media students and motivated young people, and volunteer 

numbers at 3 Cinema Place have doubled, now including people of all ages creating a diverse mix of skills and 

experience. In December granted a transfer of license to Radio Adelaide making them truly independent for the first 

time. I look forward to further collaboration in 2017/18 and an even broader offering for our collective volunteer 

army. 
 

While the successes have been many, this is an incredibly challenging time not just for Fresh 92.7, but more broadly 

the community radio sector in Australia. For our mighty station the changing face of the radio landscape and the 

local market continues to provide a tough environment, with seismic shifts in young media consumers now faced 

with a myriad of platforms to source music and other content. We’ve gone from a Top 25 Fast Mover to a station 

that needs to move fast! The Board’s strategic vision for the station is paving a new future for the radio station and I 

thank them for their continued support through both the successes and difficult periods. 
 

I want to extend my personal thanks to our incredible staff team and almost 200 volunteers at Fresh 92.7. Your 

passion, talent, spirit and resilience during changing times is a constant source of inspiration. It’s our people who 

provide a strong foundation for our success as we head towards our 20th year of service to Adelaide’s youth 

community. I look forward to creating endless possibilities together. 
 

Troy Sincock 

General Manager 
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Board 

Chairperson | Paul Gordon 

Paul joined Fresh 92.7 as Chairperson in April 2016. Paul has been listening to Fresh 

since high school. He has a passion for community broadcasting, and the 

development of the industry. His vision is to see Fresh 92.7 grow into the premier 

community radio station in Australia. 

Outside of his role at Fresh 92.7, Paul is a Senior Associate at NDA Law. One of 

Adelaide’s leading experts in social media and privacy law, his work focuses on 

intellectual property and technology, with an interest in social media and online law, commercialisation of new 

technologies, and dispute resolution. 

In 2013, Paul was named the Young Lawyer of the Year, recognising his professional excellence and contributions to 

the legal profession and the community at large. In 2015, Paul won the national Lawyers Weekly 30 Under 30 

Awards in the area of Intellectual Property Law, and was recognised by Doyles Guide as a leading Technology Media 

and Telecommunications Lawyer, and a recommended Intellectual Property Lawyer. In 2016, Paul was named 

amongst Australia’s Best Lawyers in the Australian Financial Review in the category of Commercial Law. Paul often 

comments in the media on matters relating to the intersection of law and technology and sits on numerous boards. 

Treasurer | Steve Black 

Steve joined Fresh 92.7 as the treasurer in August 2016 bringing his vast business, 

commercial and management skills to the Fresh 92.7 Board to assist in the 

management and growth of the station. 

 

Steve has over 10 years of experience as a CPA qualified accountant working with 

business owners across a number of sectors and industries. Steve recently founded 

Stafford Accounting, a boutique accounting and business advisory firm based in 

Adelaide created to offer a more tailored, hands-on service for clients.  Stafford Accounting provides a range of 

services including accounting, business advisory and business improvement.  All services are focused on working 

closely with clients to manage their business finances and enabling them to achieve their goals. 

Director | Nick Condon 

Nick is an experienced senior executive with almost 20 years’ in the media, 

communication and technology sectors managing and developing high profile 

digital assets. Nick has worked with technology leaders like Apple Computer, 

Australian Radio Network & Microsoft launching innovative digital products to 

market, notably streaming music service iHeartRadio Australia and Australian 

Radio Networks award winning digital ecosystem. 

In 2008 Nick was appointed to ARN’s Network Programming Team and played a critical role in the transformation of 

ARN as head of ARN’s digital portfolio, building their monthly unique visitors to over 8 million. 

In 2015 Nick made the decision to settle down in South Australia where he was appointed Executive Director; Brand 

& Innovation for Business SA. Nick is also currently on the Board for Women in Innovation South Australia . 
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Secretary | Emma Georgiadis 

Board Member Emma joined Fresh 92.7 over 12 years ago, whilst studying a Bachelor of 

Media and Bachelor of Law at Adelaide University. She has volunteered as a producer, 

host and co-host of breakfast, daytime, drive and weekend shows, as well as doing 

outside broadcasts, news, voice overs, assisting with events, promotions and the street 

team. More recently, she worked for two years at Nova 919 and now also works as a 

weekend announcer and panel operator at Hit107. This has further provided her with an 

understanding of the complexity involved behind the scenes in radio. Whilst continuing 

to work in radio, she also completed a Bachelor of Education. She has worked full-time 

for the past eight years as a teacher and is also Coordinator of Student Leadership. She has travelled extensively, 

including periods spent teaching and doing voluntary work overseas. During her time at Fresh she has gained a 

strong awareness of the needs of our listeners and station as it has developed. With a long-standing, genuine 

passion to see Fresh 92.7 grow and succeed, she is excited about continuing to contribute as a member of the Board. 

email: Emma.Georgiadis@members.fresh927.com.au 

Director | David Edwards 

David joined the Fresh 92.7 Board in 2013. He is the manager for CGU Insurance in 

the Underwriting Sales and Service division which services broker and agents within 

Adelaide. David has also been part of CGU’s Culture and Development project team 

and works with the CGU Foundation supporting not-for-profit organisations 

throughout Australia. 

David (or Big Al as he’s known on stage) is also passionate about stand-up comedy. 

He is a member of the Adelaide Comedy Hall Of Fame alongside some of the country’s best comedians.  

David has contributed to Fresh 92.7 for the past 15 years, David has Hosted a number of programs including a long-

running Kaboom shift, numerous Morning Shows & Saturday mornings for the Fresh Weekend. David considers Fresh 

92.7 a significant part of his adult life and refers to it as his ‘second home’. 

Director | Simone Douglas 

Simone is a Social Media strategist and trainer, who runs South Australian 

marketing consultancy Social Media AOK. 

Simone has over 20 year’s experience in corporate management roles 

encompassing generalist HR recruitment and development of small to large teams 

across multiple sites, industry sectors and states. Her experience covers a variety of 

platforms and their complimentary applications, social media strategy, risk 

management, disaster recovery and associated HR policies and processes as well as 

advertising and remarketing across Social Networks. 

Simone was involved in the establishment of a two Registered Training Organisations, and  was responsible for the 

set up and implementation of all of the RTO’s policies and procedures as well as all of their AQTF infrastructure in 

preparation for initial registration audit. 

Simone chairs the state advisory committee of the Australian marketing Institute, and is a three time finalist in the 

Telstra Business Awards. 

mailto:Emma.Georgiadis@members.fresh927.com.au
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General Manager | Troy Sincock 

Troy has a long history with Fresh 92.7, having been a Member since the station’s 

inception in 1998. Troy has extensive, well-rounded knowledge of the radio 

landscape, having worked in the industry for 20 years in a variety of roles.  He was 

the assistant program director at Nova 91.9 from 2007 to 2011, and has also worked 

in content as a both a music and talk-back presenter, and a breakfast show 

producer. Throughout his career he has been employed by all three major 

Australian commercial radio networks – Nova, SCA and ARN. 

Troy chairs the Music Industry Council (MIC) which represents a vision and voice for the South Australian Music 

Industry to stakeholders including government agencies, creating opportunities for the on-going development of the 

Industry. As well as regularly contributing to Arts SA’s Contemporary Music Grants assessment panel, Troy has been 

working as a DJ for 20 years. 

Troy currently sits on the CBAA’s Research Advisory Committee (RAC) and has worked as a volunteer and staff 

member in the community radio sector for 23 years. He established one of the first electronic music programs on 

Adelaide radio in 1992 at Coast FM. 

Troy lives and breathes the Fresh 92.7 brand. He is a passionate advocate for the radio medium and Fresh 92.7’s role 

in leading the success of the sector whilst positively impacting youth culture in Adelaide. 

Retired Director | Candice Di Mella 

Candice has been involved with Fresh 92.7 since 2007 in an on-air capacity, co-hosting 

Freshly Squeezed and Kaboom shifts, until recently stepping away from the mic. 

During that time, Candice graduated from the University of South Australia with a 

Bachelor of Arts (Media Management). While studying, Candice freelanced for The 

Australian newspaper in the United States and completed an internship at local radio 

station 5AA while also performing the role as Student Ambassador for the University 

of South Australia. Since graduating in 2009, Candice has been working for the Federal 

Department of Human Services as a media adviser.  

Candice enjoys working across public relations, social media and marketing functions for a national organisation – 

with a focus on Australian youth and students. Currently, Candice is also completing a Master of Commerce 

(Marketing) at the University of Adelaide. Given Candice’s history with the radio station she is passionate about the 

station’s future and the opportunity it provides young people in Adelaide with a keen interest in music and the 

media, both on air and behind the scenes.  

Candice has now resigned from the Board as she is relocating to Melbourne with her young family. We thank 

Candice for her contribution to the Board and wish her all the very best.  
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Life Members 

In 2011, Fresh 92.7 introduced Life Membership to acknowledge the commitment and achievement of long serving 
volunteers who have made a significant impact at the radio station.  This outstanding group of volunteers have made 
contributions to all areas of the business from the board to the Fresh Foundation, Finance Committee, Content, 
Engineering and Sponsorship departments. Life Members are nominated by their peers, evaluated by the Life 
Membership Committee, and endorsed at the AGM each year.  

These are Fresh 92.7’s valued Life Members: 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

2011 

           Katrina Leese       Craig Marich         Tim Roberts      Chris Velliaris    Michael Cheshire 

 

2012 

Cameron Wallace                                    Jay Antony            Bill Fragos      Carrie Williamson   Andrew Andrews 

 

2013 

 

2014 

 

2015 

 Sean Maynard          Jack Jericho         Lisa DAndrea 

James Engelman   Michalis Phillipou               Chris Schroeder 

 

2016 

 

2012 

 

2013 

 

2014 

 

2015 
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Fresh 92.7’s Contemporary Music Program 

Contemporary Music Program 

Fresh 92.7’s Contemporary Music Program has continued to thrive throughout 2016-17, helping to launch careers 

through a multifaceted network of initiatives that develop artists and their access to audiences. The Program 

encompasses our Fresh Air Open Houses, EDM Production Course, Fresh Air, The Jump, The Come Up, the Producer’s 

Series, and the Live Performance opportunities we have facilitated through clients and partners. Each of these 

initiatives were stronger than ever over the last 12 months, providing even greater opportunities for Adelaide’s 

growing local music scene.  

Fresh Air Open House  

Fresh 92.7 has been holding Fresh Air Open House forums for years, so our focus has been on providing more quality 

experiences that are different to what’s come before. The artists we’ve been able to access for Open House forums 

have been huge: Slumberjack, The Kite String Tangle, MaRLo, and last but not least, Pendulum! The conversations at 

each forum have been rich, interesting, and full of wisdom for emerging artists, and we’ve distributed the content 

online so that as many people as possible can access it. Keep your eyes out for even bigger and better Fresh Air Open 

Houses throughout the year! 
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Fresh Air, The Jump, The Come Up 

Last year, we overhauled Fresh Air (Monday Nights, 8pm – 10pm) with a new identity and a new host: Caroline 

Tucker. Since then, Caroline and the team have absolutely smashed it out of the park, celebrating the diversity and 

quality of local electronic music every week.  

The Jump, our local tune of the week, has continued to be a stand-out musical feature of the station. Each week, we 

find the best new electronic song from an Adelaide artist out there, whether it’s from an established artist or a brand 

new bedroom producer. Tunes from the likes of Krunk, Tigerilla, Faint One, Hartway, Sarah Bodle and our own 

MATIAH have made the “Jump” to our regular playlist, receiving hundreds of spins and becoming beloved by people 

all over Adelaide!  

The Come Up (Monday nights, 7pm – 8pm) our monthly residency show, has continued to be a fountain of talent, 

hosting Adelaide DJs with serious buzz each month. It’s also helped us to find a few new specialty show hosts, 

including Footwork’s Tom Reeve! 

Producer’s Series & Live Performances 

Once again, the Contemporary Music Program saw a number of unique projects launch in the last financial year! 

We threw our second Producer’s Series in early 2017, putting young lads Hartway in the songwriting development 

rooms at St. Paul’s Creative Centre with Luke Million and Oisima. The process yielded not one, but two incredible 

tracks: ‘Dreaming’ and ‘Beyond’, which were both added to rotation on Fresh 92.7. The boys released their first EP 

this year, and played at Rocket Bar and our own Electro Live! 

We collaborated with numerous partners on Live Performance opportunities for local artists: Sidechain, 

Futuresounds V and VII, and Fresh Gets Fat. We expanded The Jumpstart, putting Nakatomi on stage at Adelaide’s 

New Year’s Eve, Tevlo on stage at the upcoming OH YES Festival, four acts on stage at WOMADelaide, and over 20 

acts had their music played on an episode of South Aussie With Cosi!  

Finally, we threw Electro Live for the second year in a row, activating the laneway out the front of the Fresh 92.7 

Studios for a night of live electronic music. This time, all of the acts were from the Fresh 92.7 family: the 

aforementioned Hartway, Carousel host Southpaw, and Fresh Air’s Caroline Tucker making her debut as an artist! 
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Digital 

Website & Social Media 

Our Digital Media Team has continued to grow and strengthen our website and social media presence throughout 

2016/17! We’ve had some significant growth and additions in the area. 

One of the biggest additions to our Digital presence is our brand new App! Developed by Digital Noir and launched 

by the community’s donations to the Fresh 92.7 Level Up, our new App is streamlined, easy to use and functional. 

Users can listen to the station anywhere, anytime; access a list of previously played tracks; read the latest news and 

competitions, and message the studio directly. It’s free to download on the App Store and Google Play! 

We also added to our social media channels: in addition to Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, YouTube, SoundCloud and 

MixCloud, we joined Spotify! We’ve amassed hundreds of subscribers in a very short amount of time, and our 

listeners now have another way to listen to our playlists and the best of Adelaide’s electronic music. This helps to 

position Fresh as not just a radio station, but a curator of electronic music and Adelaide culture. 

Our existing social media channels are thriving: on Facebook, we crossed 50,000 likes! We have over 8,000 Twitter 

followers, and almost 7,000 Instagram followers.  

We’ve extended ourselves into the video space, too. Having Cam Doyle on board means that Cam & Alex have been 

able to hit the ground running and pump out funny, engaging and well-produced videos! These videos routinely get 

thousands of views and stacks of comments: the biggest of which, their “G Unit” video, is our most viewed video 

ever at over 47,000. Ryley has also been bringing it in the video space, routinely setting up live Facebook broadcasts 

when he gets high profile guests in the studio so that people can hear – and see – incredible guest DJ sets even if 

they’re not near a radio.  

In recent months, we’ve expanded our team of writers and Digital Team members, and our brand new Marketing & 

Digital Sub-Committee is just warming up. Get ready for some even bigger moves in the Digital Space in 2018.  
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Awards 

Over the past 12 months, Fresh 92.7 continued its hot streak of picking up awards and nominations at a state and an 

international level! The station won a Community Broadcasting Association of Australia (CBAA) award for the third 

year in a row, and we also won a few awards at the South Australian Community Broadcasters Association (SACBA) 

awards. 

Our proudest moments have not only been recognised for dedicated staff members, but also for some of our 

hardest working volunteers. As a team, we have built a fantastic foundation for Fresh 92.7 to expand and prosper. 

2016 CBAA AWARDS 
 
The team at Fresh 92.7 were acknowledged and nominated for a number of achievements at a national level at the 
2016 CBAA awards! Our third ever national award was given to us in recognition of the amazing work we do to 
support local music: our Contemporary Music Program, which you can read about above, was given the award for 
Contribution to Australian Music. Further, our Wavelength team were nominated for Excellence In Spoken Word, 
News & Current Affairs, after winning the award in 2015.  
 
WINNER: 

 Contribution to Australian Music: Fresh 92.7’s Contemporary Music Program  

NOMINATIONS: 

 Best Station Promotion or Fundraising Campaign: Fresh 5000 

 Excellence in Spoken Word, News and Current Affairs Programming: Wavelength 

2017 SACBA AWARDS 

Fresh 92.7 took out a number of titles and runner-up positions at the 2016 Bilby Awards, hosted by SACBA. One of 

our most beloved, long-standing and hard-working members, Dorian Tisato, was given the night’s most prestigious 

award: Volunteer Of The Year! Marty Haros and her production team, as well as our amazing in-house copywriters, 

were also given recognition in both production categories. 

WINNERS: 

 Volunteer of the Year: Dorian Tisato. 

 Best Station ID, Station Promo or Program Promo: Production Course (Marty Haros & Laura O’Callaghan).  

 Best Sponsorship Message: Nano Ready 2 Go (Marty Haros & Ryan Burgess) 
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Grants 

Arts South Australia - Contemporary Music Organisational Funding 

Fresh had more success with grants in 2016/17 with Arts SA again supporting the 

station’s Contemporary Music Program through the State Government's Music 

Development Office.  We took on feedback from local artists to further streamline 

our delivery of all of the pathways that comprise the program which attracted 

Organisational Funding of $37,000. The Contemporary Music Program which we're 

all exceptionally passionate about supports local electronic musicians in a number 

of pathways from our EDM Production courses to airplay, networking and 

opportunities to perform live at Adelaide's New Year's Eve in front of 45,000 

people! Grants Officer Tamzin Buchan, Acting Content Director Zane Dean and host 

of Fresh 92.7's Sunday night specialist show 'Carousel ' Nevada Paige Knight (aka Southpaw) created a compelling 

presentation. The Music Development Office's Contemporary Music Manager Becc Bates said, "The assessors would 

like to thank Fresh for a great application and very informative and honest client meeting, and they are excited to be 

able to fund this program again in 2017. The way in which Fresh is stepping up to meet a need in the music media 

space in South Australia is commendable, as is the way in which the organisation collaborates and supports local 

artists and industry." Fresh 92.7 once again proved we are more than just a radio station, we’re here to improve 

local culture and serve the Adelaide community! 

 
Splash Adelaide - Electro Live 

Following the success of our first Winter City Sounds event ‘Electro Live’ in 2016 

showcasing electronic music from the singer/songwriters perspective with Hummingbird, 

Zeequil, Luke Carlino and Mio, Fresh 92.7 was again fortunate to successfully receive 

support from Music SA and Adelaide City Council’s Splash Adelaide initiative to present 

the event once again in 2017 with the support of  Futuresounds Adelaide and Yewth. 

Second time ‘round we again took over the underutilised Cinema Place Laneway out front 

of the station for a night of live, local electronic music showcasing members of our Fresh 

92.7 family; ‘Carousel’ host Southpaw who showcased her debut EP for the first time, 

Fresh Air host Caroline Tucker which was effectively her coming our as an artist now known as CARZi and our 

Producer’s Series winners Hartway who performed their songs ‘Beyond’ and ‘Dreaming’ live with vocalist Leslie 

Williams as well as other original material from their debut EP. Our thanks to Novatech and The Elephant and the 

cooperation of Palace east End Cinemas, JP Media and Howling Owl & Urban Cow Studio for their support of this 

successful free community event. 
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Partnerships 

The 2016/17 Financial Year saw the quality of our partnerships increase exponentially, not just in terms of the 

organisations themselves, but in terms of what the partnerships have meant for Fresh. We’ve really used the last 12 

months to solidify some long term relationships      
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Initiatives 

BOOK A DJ 

Now in it’s the third year our Book A DJ continues to meet the demand of our audience, clients and sponsors seeking 

entertainment at all sorts of private and public events. A revenue stream under the supervision of the Fresh 92.7 

Promotions department, the operational side of Book A DJ is now carried out by Tess Siviour who stepped up into 

the role this past year to provide improved consistency to our customer service.  There continues to be strong 

demand particularly over the spring and summer period with listeners seeking their favourite Fresh DJs for birthdays 

and weddings, and increasingly our sponsors, partners and others are looking to provide entertainment at corporate 

functions and public events. Organisations as diverse as Adelaide City Council, the Channel 9 Young Achievers 

Awards from councils, and AIME Mentoring, an educational program supporting indigenous students have all used 

our services in the past year. Thanks to generosity of Leko Novakovic and the team at Novatech we now have our 

own DJ kit assisting us to be more nimble and responsive to our customer’s needs. 

STREET TEAM 

Fresh 92.7 continued the theme of the previous year regularly getting out & about to see our listeners face-to-face in 

the suburbs where they work and live. Hyundai continued their partnership with the station providing two great 

street cars a Veloster and a Tuscon. To support their sponsorship of this activity we consistently visited Hyundai 

dealerships, always with a boot full of music and tickets to the events we supported throughout the year. The Street 

Team are a great addition to our offering, enabling us to have an increased presence and signage at events and 

provide opportunities for Fresh volunteers to gain experience with the public, and hone their customer service and 

promotions skills, which provides some casual work and puts them on the front foot for potential employment in the 

commercial radio sector. Furthermore, it’s stacks of fun meeting our listeners, receiving feedback and hearing stories 

of their deep connection with Fresh. 
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PRODUCTION COURSE 

Our EDM Production Course continued through the generous support of the School of Audio Engineering allowing us 

to conduct the course from their Adelaide studios. Taught by DJ/Producer and host of our Saturday specialist music 

show ‘Clubber’s Drive’ Steve Hart , he’s had enormous success as a solo artist (now signed to US-based record label 

Deephour) and in the past year his Modern Citizens project (with Fresh 92.7 co-host Brendon Moyle) has also been 

signed following the success of ‘Do It Tonight’, which reached #18 and their re-mix of Madison Avenue’s ‘Who The 

Hell Are You’ which achieved #6 on the Aria Club Chart!!!. His personal credentials add further weight to our 

‘production 101’ 5-week course, conducted many times a year and set for an exciting refresh in 2018! 
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Events & Promotions 

In 2016/2017, Fresh 92.7 continued to go from strength to strength, throwing killer events and partnering with 

major brands for exciting promotions and competitions.  

The Top 92 of 2016 was the busiest and most successful we’ve ever had! We took the Outside Broadcast to the Alma 

for the first time, and we absolutely packed out the venue – in fact, it was so successful that The Alma have already 

locked us in for the 2017 Countdown in early 2018! We also improved on last year’s Electro Live event, taking over 

the Cinema Place Laneway for a night of live, local electronic music from members of our Fresh family: Carousel host 

Southpaw, Fresh Air host Caroline Tucker, and our Producer’s Series winners Hartway.  

We partnered with Fat Controller for a fundraising event, Fresh Gets Fat, featuring Young Franco and a stack of Fresh 

DJs for a party unlike any other. We farewelled Ben and Liam by holding a screening of their short film, Fisheries 

Cops, at the brand new GU Filmhouse on Hindley Street. We also held a World’s Greatest Shave activation outside 

our studios to raise funds for Leukaemia, we participated in the Reclink Community Cup once again, and continued 

to conduct Street Team activity with our car suppliers, Hyundai! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Outside of events and activations, Fresh worked alongside some serious brands and organisations in the music 

space. We partnered with WOMADelaide for the first time ever, running a Jump Start competition to put four acts 

on the Fresh 92.7 Electrolounge stage at the 2017 festival (that’s right, we got our own stage!). We were approached 

to be the presenting partner for various events, including the Ministry of Sound Reunion Tour, Pendulum’s first 

Adelaide gig in seven years, and Kilter’s FCLB Warehouse show with Fat Controller.  

Fresh 92.7 also worked alongside Music SA and various other organisations to support live music in Adelaide, 

including the Umbrella Winter City Sounds festival, the first ever AIR Awards to be held in Adelaide, Scouted music 

festival, and Live From 9 during the Adelaide Fringe. 

Listeners also enjoyed some of our strongest integrated promotions alongside established brands. We threw yet 

another Cash Unlock alongside Police Credit Union (in fact, at the time of writing, we’re in the middle of our SECOND 

Cash Unlock for 2017!) and brought back Adelaide’s Next Top Dad alongside Tommy Gun’s Original Barbershop.  
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Crony Awards 

Each month, Fresh 92.7 staff and members have the opportunity to vote for one volunteer to win the inaugural 
Crony Award. This initiative was created to acknowledge the outstanding behind-the-scenes work of dedicated 
volunteers and contributors who help the station to thrive. Over the past year, our ‘Cronys’ have exceeded 
expectations, and are a great showcase of diversity, initiative and talent.  

JULY 
 

 

Dorian Tisato 
Dorian’s thirst for knowledge and desire to learn the craft of producing has seen him spend 

time on both Breakfast and Drive working with the stations key talent. During his time in 

the role Dorian collected video content for Ben & Liam at Fresh he is heard as the voice of 

station sponsor CMAX. All this in addition to his work in the News team and Street team. 

Simply put Dorian shows that a positive attitude gets you opportunities. In 2017 he won a 

SACBA Award for Volunteer of the Year. 

AUGUST 

 

Nathan Clark 
Nathan is always dependable and  an outstanding support at station events with his easy 

going, unflappable nature. This has led to Nathan taking on leadership roles and his can-do 

attitude means he’s often top of the list of those we turn to in times of need. In a 

promotional sense  Nathan has done it all from dress up as Where’s Wally for our Rundle 

Mall promotion to the set up of our Umbrella Winter City Sounds event, Electro Live. He 

regularly assists preparing our Open House forums and he was happy to get up at 5am (!!!) 

to help with At First Light. This man in indispensable! 

SEPTEMBER 
 

Shannon Chamberlain 
Shannon’s commitment to the radio station and developing her skills has been unwavering. 

A natural wordsmith, Shannon has assisted with writing our monthly Fresh Members’ 

newsletter and Fresh Mate Update which keeps our loyal subscribers in the loop. She has 

the innate ability to communicate on-brand, in the tone of the radio station and 

consistently delivers on deadline. It’s been Shannon’s outstanding attitude that has also led 

to her getting the opportunity to join the News team and contribute content to 

Wavelength. A true example of a great Freshie. 

 
 

OCTOBER 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ben Palmer 

A Fresh 92.7 volunteer for almost 4.5 years, Ben’s attitude has been excellent throughout. 

Over the years he has contributed in a number of areas, stemming from his involvement in 

the station’s news service where he’s been a workhorse. In recent times it has been his flair 

for producing that has captured the attention of his peers. On Ben’s progress in this area 

Drive host Ryley remarked, “He’s really committed to pushing the show forward. He has 

shown real leadership and helps guide upcoming producers too!” Ben’s also been 

instrumental in Fresh’s approach to sport, getting heavily involved in our sponsorship 

relationship with the Adelaide 36ers which led to employment with 5aa. 
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NOVEMBER 

 

Emily Consenza 
Emily’s hard work elevated the output of one of the station’s most-listened-to shifts. A gun 

producer for Ryley’s Drive show, she delivered results immediately and effectively 

developed the benchmark for all future producers at the station. With Emily’s assistance 

Ryley surpassed his show goals in terms of content and engagement, which has been 

highlighted in Fresh staff meetings. Emily is driven, motivated, highly organised and shows 

great initiative in gathering content and supporting the show. Late 2016 Emily took on more 

to work with Ben & Liam in their final month on Fresh 92.7 breakfast – now that’s 

something for the resume! She now works at the Advertiser. 

DECEMBER 

 

Dee Alonso-McLeod 
Dee tried her hands at a number of different areas at Fresh in her three and a half years, 

and then sharpened her focus to become a valuable contributor in the Promotions 

department. Her attitude is excellent and she is always the first to put up her hand to assist. 

Dee is a great advocate for the radio station, attends every station event and continues to 

find ways to improve herself and the department. She’s taken on a training/mentoring role 

as part of the Street Team showing new volunteers the ropes in this important public-facing 

area. 

JANUARY Luke Wilton 
Luke developed a reputation as a workhorse behind the scenes. Never one to take the 

limelight Luke’s commitment as a Content Intern was unquestioned. He worked closely with 

station staff team on a regular basis to ensure the radio station is always delivering the best 

possible product. Luke’s core duties were loading pre-recorded shows and carting new 

music and other elements of the product into our playout system NexGen. Luke was also 

instrumental in our recent Top 92 roll out, gathering artists interviews from throughout the 

year to compliment the songs featured in the countdown. Luke is reliable and consistent 

with an exemplary attitude. No wonder he’s since scored a job with hit107. 

FEBRUARY 
 

Alec Rowe 
Alec has become highly dependable in the Promotions department, and has developed into 

a key member of the Fresh 92.7 Street Team. Alec took to a leadership role very quickly, 

displaying an exemplary attitude, consistently going that extra mile for the station offering 

to help above and beyond his allocated tasks. He’s been happy to run errands and transport 

equipment in his own time, and was even seen moving fridges, and sorting out printer 

issues for reception! Alec was one of the first to volunteer to assist with our At First Light 

yoga activation in Victoria Square at a time most are happy to be tucked up in bed! 

MARCH Henry Coard 

Henry showed an incredible amount of dedication and enthusiasm which resulted in 

positive outcomes on air . Henry was a reliable and dedicated member of the News Team  

always helping out with extra shifts, understanding that the more ‘flight time’ you get the 

quicker you see results. He even continued to do his news shifts while he was on placement 

with Channel Nine! Henry is constantly strived to improve and consistently sought 

feedback.  He was proactive in implementing this advice and is saw immediate results. He 

was so focused on continuous improvement he took the initiative of undertaking voice 

lessons outside of his commitment to Fresh 92.7. Henry then became an eager contributor 

to Wavelength, and is now living in Melbourne pursuing his media dream. 
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APRIL 
 

Matt Bridges 
Matt is doing a great job in Content as both a newsreader and contributor to Wavelength, 

but what makes him even more impressive is his teamwork and embodiment of Fresh 

92.7’s values. Matt is always looking to assist where he can for the benefit of the station, 

the development of others and is happy to train new recruits. He’s now even scored a 

casual job manning the reception desk at Fresh due to his outstanding customer service 

skills learned at Apple. His future is bright. 

MAY 

 

Caroline Tucker 
Caroline first came to our attention when performing live with Steve Hart at our Misfts 

Birthday Block Party in 2014. She took a while to sign up as a Member, but since then has 

become a key part of our team. Caroline has said ‘yes’ to every opportunity that came her 

way and her positivity and infectious personality immediately reinvigorated the Fresh 92.7 

Street Team. We have been so impressed, we even put Caroline through the Australian 

Radio School. Now she’s the voice of local music on Fresh 92.7 as the host of Fresh Air. 

Good things really do come in small packages! 

JUNE Laura O’Callaghan 
Laura won a Crony award after volunteering for only 10 months, but in that time she made 

an enormous impact through her exemplary attitude, natural talent and good ‘ol hard work! 

Laura established herself as one of the key team members for Wavelength. Her inquisitive 

nature and ability to tell a good story resulted in some wonderful content. Laura put in an 

extraordinary effort to edit and compile Wavelength’s benchmark 100th episode 

highlighting the visionaries behind the show and the amazing contributors who’ve seen our 

only talk show receive widespread acclaim including a 2015 national CBAA award! Laura has 

written some of our most memorable promos and too, including one promoting our EDM 

Production Course which was won a SABA Award and has been nominated for a 2017 CBAA 

Award for Best Station Production. 
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Employment Opportunities 

At Fresh 92.7 we pride ourselves on being a genuine pathway for young people seeking their dream job in the media 

and associated industries. Seen nationwide as a breeding ground for the radio industry in Adelaide and beyond, 

Fresh 92.7 was increasingly requested to provide talent to fill roles right across Australia from on-air to behind the 

scenes. The biggest developmental success in the station’s history took place in 2016/17. Liam Stapleton and Ben 

Harvey were propelled from the world of community radio at the end of 2016 to the biggest breakfast audience in 

the country in 2017 when they were awarded the role of breakfast presenters on Australia’s youth broadcaster triple 

j at just 20 and 21 years old respectively. The boy’s incredible success instilled a sense of pride within the station and 

simultaneously elevated the performance of those who’d worked alongside them, proving that anything’s possible 

with the right attitude and work ethic. A little talent doesn’t go astray either, and Fresh has it in spades in all corners 

of our operation.  

 

The departure of Ben & Liam opened the door for our second breakfast duo Cam & Alex. Cameron Doyle had worked 

closely with Ben & Liam at the height of their performance in a volunteer role and was a key contributor to their 

extraordinary social media presence, filming and editing many of the videos they became famous for. It turned out 

Cam although with limited experience wasn’t a slouch behind the mic and he soon found himself hosting a breakfast 

show alongside Alexandra Lokan a talent discovered in the Riverland where she read news and appeared on the 

brekkie show at Magic 93.1. Cam & Alex have done an impressive job taking over the mantel and carving a sound of 

their own, which is fun, relatable and always engaging, sharply focused on Adelaide youth.  

   

Our breakfast team weren’t the only ones to score jobs at Fresh. Tess Siviour, a Uni SA placement student impressed 

with her effort, attitude and her eagerness to learn and scored a position as Fresh 92.7 Administration Assistant and 

Book A DJ Coordinator. In addition volunteer News reader Matt Bridges now couples his work behind the mic with 

work behind the front desk, drawing on his customer service skills gained at Apple.  
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Volunteers gain valuable transferable skills which can be adapted to many industries, not just media, through their 

involvement at Fresh. A great example was Tim Attiwill, one of the stars of Channel 7’s MKR in 2017. Catapulted 

from a Sales role at Fresh to TV screens around Australia as part of the cooking pair ‘Tim & Kyle’, our Tim and his 

best mate put in a valiant effort on the show and have since parlayed their success on the small screen to team up 

with their friend and Bread & Bone chef Kain Slotegraaf to launch food truck CAROclub. Talking of food, Fresh 92.7 

volunteer Paul Tomczyk scored himself a job at Uber as a partner support rep. He assisted getting drivers onto the 

platform, checking their paperwork and providing help and answering any questions or solving any problems they 

had with the platform. He even used Fresh volunteers as Guinea pigs during the launch of Uber EATS. 

 

 

Nick Calam won himself a gig at Peregrine Corporation through the network he created at Fresh 92.7. He now utilises 

the skills he learnt as part of our Digital team, writing documents and policies for his new employer. Fergus Brown, 

signed up to volunteer as a Fresh 92.7 Member and just one week later became Marketing Manager at KPM 

Motorsport. What’s wonderful about Fergus is, despite this change in his life, he remains a volunteer at the radio 

station as part of our Promotions team utilising his graphic design skills to develop the look of our Fresh Mate and 

Member ID Cards, the recently launched 2017/18 Merchandise Range and the concept design for the Fresh 92.7 

Level Up Fundraiser! Another employment success from our Promotions team was Fiona McAuliffe, our first ever 

placement student. After the placement she signed on as a Fresh 92.7 Member and earned herself a Crony (our 

Member of the Month award) within just a few months. Early in 2017 Fiona secured a Project Manager position with 

The Scouted in NSW, a company specialising in influencer scouting as a means of brand marketing. Meanwhile Fresh 

volunteer Jemma Slevec transferred her journalism skills at Fresh to work in politics in the office of Federal Member 

for Kingston, Amanda Rishworth and former host of ‘The Kitchen’ Annabelle Hartlett is now pursuing a career as an 

artist under the pseudonym Godlands signed to Aussie label Sleighride and touring company Falcona. 

 

As you’d expect a stack of Fresh volunteers scored work in the Media. Todd Skipper who joined Fresh at just 18 years 

of age with impeccable music taste hosted our Bass music specialist show ‘The Bassbin’ before being lured to Cairns 

as Marketing & Promotions Manager of Star 102.7 Cairns. He’s since returned to his first love music, opening his own 

record store in the region. Danielle Zervas was with Fresh 92.7 for a short time before securing a job with Southern 

Cross Austereo in Adelaide as a Media Sales Executive. She primarily assisted with Street Team duties and undertook 
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market research then she completed her studies and was snapped up by commercial radio straight away! Rhiannon 

Johns went from a presenter at Fresh 92.7 to Mix 102.3 promotions to following her dream over the border and now 

works in Melbourne with Nova Entertainment as their Streets and Activations Coordinator across Nova100 and 

smooth91.5fm. Rhiannon manages 20 casual staff, working on major brand event activations with partners including 

The Melbourne International Comedy Festival, NRL and NBL teams and Victoria Racing Club for the Melbourne 

Cup Carnival. She said, “Volunteering at Fresh taught me the value of a brand and the deep connection that radio 

brands have with their listeners.  Listeners are incredibly passionate about their radio station and now I’m in a role 

which creates experiences for listeners to connect with radio in a tangible way, and I’m loving every minute of it!” 
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Emily Cosenza was a dynamo at Fresh, her extraordinary attitude giving her opportunities at Fresh in the News team, 

as part of our youth affairs program Wavelength and eventually produced Drive with Ryley. She’s now working for 

The Advertiser as an editorial messenger which has given her the chance to write for The Advertiser and The 

Messenger newspapers. Erin Williams who possesses enormous talent and an attitude to match now works in print 

media at The River News, Waikerie. While Callum MacPherson and Rachael Nell who were both part of our News 

team and Wavelength, impressing with their long form stories have now taken their passion for journalism to the 

television industry. Callum is doing outstanding work for Channel 7 in Townsville, while Rachel is a journalist for 

Southern Cross News, Port Pirie. Tim Hatfield former Fresh 92.7 News Director, moved to Canberra to take on the 

role of Anchor and Chief of Staff for Southern Cross News South Australia, SA's only regional TV news service. He’s 

now in a Producer/Reporter role at Channel 7, and he’s kindly offered to help out with the Fresh News team so we 

expect to see even more of Tim in 2017/18. 

 

Karyn Bloxham went from our Wavelength team (where she still contributes) to complete a Master's of Media 

Practice. This led to the role of producer at the ABC producing shows at ABC Radio Sydney, and working as a 

producer and scriptwriter for ABC News 24 TV. "The vast majority of skills I use daily I learnt volunteering at Fresh. 

I'm passionate about our local stories, and our talented team. I'm grateful for all my experiences at Fresh over the 

years, and look forward to dropping by the station soon." 

 

We also had a stack of Fresh volunteers spread their wings to take on roles in regional radio laying the foundation 

before their move back into the big smoke.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Former Fresh Crony award-winner Michael Farrer left our mighty station just 6 months ago to pursue his dream of 

full time work in radio. Michael Farrer got his big break at Hit 93.5 in Dubbo as Announcer/Promotions Assistant. He 

said of the experience, “On top of my daily 9am-12pm on-air shift I've been acting Promotions Manager for a period, 

dabbled in creative writing, ad production, breakfast announcing and I even wear the Content Director/Producer 

hat, Sometimes at the same time,“ he explained. “I would say I definitely miss the great big wide family at Fresh. I 

always aim to come back to Adelaide whenever I can, and when I do, I always have time to say hello to Fresh.”  

Jem Lang used to host Trance show ‘Rapture’ before scoring the role of announcer and Promotions Manager at FM 

929 in Tamworth, and Wavelength star Victoria Griffin joined him there soon after. John Wilson who learned his 

announcing chops filling in on breakfast over the summer period after the departure of Ben & Liam was quickly 

picked up as an Announcer and Copywriter at Magic 931 in Berri. Anita Butcher who also started on our Wavelength 

program found employment at Flow FM, Kapunda, Crystal Vas moved on to breakfast at The Shoalhaven & Southern 

Highlands Hit Music Station 94.9 Power FM in New South Wales, Joel Scalzi took on a brekkie gig at hit105.5 Coffs 

Coast and Seamus Evans now stars as one half of the Albury breakfast show Riley Rose & Seamus on hit104.9. 
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Nicole Mitchell was a great morning announcer on Fresh 92.7, and we knew before long she’d get her chance in a 

capital city radio gig. Now she’s Announcer and Music Director at hit100.9, Hobart. Upon her farewell she said, “We 

literally bang on on-air about Fresh kick starting careers and I honestly thought my turn was still a long way away, 

but here I am! Fresh has given me so much valuable experience, incredibly talented friends and even my boyfriend. 

I'm gonna miss everyone so much".  

 

Andrew Steuart also got picked up by the hit brand and is now the Producer for Weekend Breakfast, helps out 

producing podcasts & assisting with producing Weekday Brekkie at hit107. This came about after he volunteered at 

Triple M for four months. Andy credits Fresh for his success, “Being on the News team was a great learning curve for 

the TV traffic gig. Understanding quick turnarounds and the importance of being precise in my delivery really helped. 

Ryley has allowed me to grow as a producer and contribute to his show. I wanna thank the Fresh Fam for all your 

support!”  

 

Soon enough Andy was joined at hit107 by Luke Wilton who was an integral part of the Content team at Fresh for 

several years. At just 21 he’s now learning the role of Music Director, so he can fill in during leave periods and a 

bunch of other awesome tasks on the Content side of the business. Meanwhile, Ben Palmer is working now working 

for at 5aa as a panel op for Croc Media’s Sports Day with Kane Cornes and Ben Hart. Another exciting opportunity for 

a Freshie who really applied himself, learnt his craft and worked incredibly hard to get what he wanted in the radio 

industry. 

Famous Friends 

Fresh 92.7 have made many new friends in the last year and have strengthened bonds with the talent we know and 

love. 

Cam & Alex have hosted some of the biggest names to come through Adelaide in the past 12 months, including Wil 

Anderson, Cal Wilson, Stephen K Amos, Jimeoin, and the Bachelor himself: Matty J!  

Musically, we’ve had more live guest sets from national and international acts than ever before, with Drive hosting 

the likes of Darude, Hot Dub Time Machine, Sonny Fodera, Just A Gent, Young Franco, Krunk and more.  

Wavelength has attracted more guests than ever, even getting both the Premier Jay Weatherill and the State 

Opposition Leader Stephen Marshall on air to talk about Adelaide’s blackout issues!  

We’ve also stepped out of our building to create content with some Famous Friends, including our Fresh Air Open 

Houses with Pendulum, Slumberjack and The Kite String Tangle, and Cam & Alex’s work with the Australian Ninja 

Warrior team.  
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